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Major nuggets/gems gained from this book This is without doubt among the best books I've find
out about movement, and training the essential patterns required for competitive success or
optimal movement. A must for a mover This book is very much like the author: stylish but
personal, intellectual but practical. A great handbook for all sportsmen.Love this publication,
and I've watched the authors vids upon YouTube and Instagram and also have gained an
abundance of knowledge from both the book and his press channels. Great book, very useful. I
return to everything the time. Excellent reference reserve for instructors As a trainer I really like
the straightforward presentation and clear demonstrations, so when an athlete I really like the
advanced progressions. I also surely got to attend a seminar with Carl, and it had been great--
straight out of the book. Buy it, you'll utilize it often. Five Stars Great book, with loads of
progressions for gaining brand-new gymnastic movements. Personally Carl Paoli’s way of
putting things forward really speaks to me. So happy to have this stuff written down. This
progressions can fundamentally be applied to any workout program. I liked that one so much, I
wish Carl would write another book! I result from an exercise background but I still found a great
deal of great information! Well-planned movement explanations If you actually want to
understand core movements and improve sports performance, this is the publication to
thoroughly research.The descriptions are very thorough, the pictures are well done and easy to
understand. Opens beautifully the logics and dynamics embedded in the motion of a individual.
Carl does a great work explaining how he views exercise. Love it! Very helpful tips and an
excellent compliment to the seminar. I am very happy with my buy! Also, Carl has a way of
explaining and writing things plus they become extremely explicit and apparent in your mind!
Must have for all bodyweight teaching. Great book for entry level and beyond. Great investment
Bought the book at least two years ago, but the content continues to be super current! So glad to
have this stuff written down Very basic yet extremely challenging. He gives progressions for the
four fundamental actions he believes are most significant. Game changer I use this publication
as a continuous and continuous resource for teaching/training gymnastics actions in crossfit.
From CrossFit to gymnastics, to parkour, dance or freestyle. A must have for any person
interested or practising movement A must have for just about any person interested or
practising motion. Carl's capability to breakdown positions and talk with the global positions
that are rooted in individual movement is unrivalled. The reserve is definitely not really a light
read but because it is normally tangible in content and and carries a lot of info I can refer back
every month or year to year.Always breaks down any exercise in several progressions an easy
task to make the transition into an achievable objective. Shipping was a bit tardy, though. A Must
have for anyone that have an interest in moving better!! One of the best books about human
movement One of my favorite books about human motion. This book lays out fundamental
movements together with the why and how, and details progressions to build them and use
them.
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